• the heat of files (or extents, i,e., smallest units of data migration) and disks, where the heat is determined as the number of block accesses to a file or disk per time unit, as measured by statistical observation over a moving window of a certain length.
• the temperature of files (extents), which is defined as the ratio between heat and size.
Anr×rentisa filefra._nmnt whichconsists ofaI1the_rtipin_,mits,_fa tib that arealh_catod t,__i_ The utilization p, due to requests with priority i in an ).I/G/I queue with i priority classes is given by:
Furthermore. under the exponential interarrival times assumption, the overall utilization p of tile system can be expressed as the sum:
,\ r ,_ ,, f f p = p_ + p,_ = --+--I81
Note that p depends only on the mean arrival and service rates of the two classes of requests, and is independent of the service time distributions. From equation 18) we obtain:
Finally, substitution of equation (9) ranges from 1% to .5% depending upon the arrival rates ,\,. and As of regular and I/O stealing requests.
